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Abstract

How  can  an  art  project  contribute  to  social  change  for  the  better  in  a  specific

community? What is the use of multidisciplinary approaches in such projects? This

paper intends on discovering, understanding and describing how the combination and

integration of existing cultural references with art in multidisciplinary approaches can

increase  the  economical  sustainability  and  social  change  in  a  community’s

development.  The  research  will  look  into  preconceived  ideas  and their  origins,  a

community  and  its  concerns,  obstacles  and achievements  using  Project  Morrinho

(Brazil) as an example of a multidisciplinary project for social change.

Project Morrinho is a social and art project based out of the Pereira da Silva favela in

the wealthy Southern Zone of Rio de Janeiro. Morrinho s headquarters is a 350 squareʼs headquarters is a 350 square

meter small-scale model of Rio de Janeiro Pereira da Silva s favela constructed fromʼs headquarters is a 350 square

bricks and other recycled materials. It began as a simple childhood game in 1997 by

local youth so they could escape from the realities of violence and corruption that

plagued  their  lives  and  their  community.  Within  this  miniature  urban  world  of

Morrinho (which means either “little hill” or “little favela” in Portuguese), they acted

out a role-playing game with the numerous Lego-block avatars that inhabit the model,

recreating life in Rio s favelas. Currently more than 20 teenagers are following theʼs headquarters is a 350 square

example  of  the  founding  members.  Project  Morrinho  has  increasingly  garnered

attention for its amazing aesthetics and the ingenuity of its child creators. The project

has been able to use that attention to evolve,  more than as a work of art,  into an

organisation with aspiration for social change.
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Project Morrinho, a not so small revolution

Morrinho, Morro, Favela

When one starts reading the history of Project Morrinho, or listening to its creators,

with the stories of the children involved, and the colourful images, the most striking

aspect is the contrast of these images with the rough reality of a favela, as we know it.

Morrinho,  in Brazilian-Portuguese, means little hill.  Morrinho is the diminutive of

Morro, a word that refers to a  favela and its location on a hill.  The word favela is

commonly associated with the word slum, shantytown, squatter community or ghetto.

Each of these words convey a negative undertone, slum suggests squalor, shantytown

insinuates shaky housing, squatter community makes allusions at illegality and ghetto

assumes  violence.  These  definitions  are,  however,  far  from the  fullness  of  favela

culture, when a closer look is made into the origin of favela in Brazilian historical

context.

Favela, a historical context

In current  discourse,  when one says  the word  favela,  commonly,  the assumptions

made  are  with  social  problems,  segregation  and  urban violence.  A  historical  and

cultural reading shows however that the favela has been a topic of debate for at least a

century, concurrent to a chain of images and representations that diverge from the

social constructions that politicians, writers and social scientists have built up over the

years in dealing with this particular social and urban phenomenon (Valladares 2009).

Looking at the origin of the word favela, it was first cited in 19th century Portuguese

dictionaries, and it meant favela tree, which was commonly found in Bahia1.

1 Valladares, Licia. 2009. “Social sciences representations of favelas in Rio de Janeiro: A Historical 
perspective”. LLILAS Visiting Resource Professor Papers 1- 31.



After  the  Guerra  de Canudos (Canudos  War)  in  Bahia,  between 1895 and 1896,

government soldiers, who had lived amongst favela trees2, trailed to Rio de Janeiro to

get their expected payment for war service. They settled on one of Rio’s hills and

gave it the name “Morro da Favela” because of the tree that prospered in the location

of their victory against the rebels of Canudos War. They waited for their payment but

it never came, so they decided not to leave the Morro da Favela, which became the

first favela in history. 

The development of the idea of what a favela might represent, in terms of popular and

academic writing, started in the beginning of the 20th century. Many descriptions of

the favela in the first half of the 20th century appeared in the form of journalistic or

historical writing. Euclides da Cunha’s well-known book  Os Sertões  (1902) covers

the  Canudos  War  and  describes  the  coast  versus  the  backlines  as  the  opposition

between  cultured  and  uncultured,  making  a  comparison  to  explain  the  difference

between  the  favela  and  the  city3.  The  history  of  the  favelas  is  thus  one  of  land

invasion by poverty-stricken migrants, impoverished soldiers. 

In essays of architects, social workers, and doctors that entered the communities in the

beginning of the 20th century, the favela was described as the wrong way, poor and

dirty. This period was highly significant because it created the image of favela as the

habitat  of  the  poor  (Perlman  1977)4,  an  idea  that  still  prevails  in  popular

representations and people’s mind during the 20th and 21st century.

In the 1940s, a housing crisis characterized by the high prices of houses and the law

of supply and demand forced the people with low income, mainly migrants, to build

illegal houses in the Federal District. This crisis was mainly due to Getúlio Vargas's

industrialization.  The  constructions  were  in  morros (hills),  vertically  instead  of

horizontally due to the lack of space as well as the topography of the hills. Favelas

2 Favela trees are a typical plant of the Catinga region, in Bahia, resistant to the long dry period to
which they are submitted.

3 Cunha,  Euclides  da. 1902.  Os Sertões,  Campanha de Canudos.  Rio de Janeiro:  Laemmert  & C.
Editores.

4 Perlman, Janice E. 1977. O mito da marginalidade: Favelas e a política no Rio de Janeiro. Rio de
Janeiro: Paz e Terra.



became  the  main  type  of  residence  for  cariocas (residents  of  Rio  de  Janeiro)  in

opposition to legally built apartments. 

The 1960s presented  an exponential  increase  in  the  number of  publications  about

favelas. This decade might be described as the moment in which the favela becomes

an academic research subject internationally.  In the same decade, favelas expanded

into the metropolitan periphery of Rio de Janeiro. Most of the existent favelas today

began in the 1970s, as a result of a construction boom, initiated by a rural exodus of

workers  from poorer  states  in  Brazil,  in  the  more  prosperous  districts  of  Rio  de

Janeiro. 

The population of Rio de Janeiro is about 6 150 000 (as of 2004), occupying an area

of 1 256 km². The larger metropolitan area population is estimated at between ten and

thirteen million, and a quarter of the city is living in hundreds of favela communities.

The percentage of favelas in Brazil is 36,6% (UN Habitat Report: Slums of the world

2001)5 - this percentage is not particular to Brazil only as favelas (named differently

in different countries and cultures as stated before) are rising globally. Despite the

attempts that Rio de Janeiro is making to integrate these informal communities into

the  formal  city,  there  is  still  a  big  gap  between  traditional  neighbourhoods  and

favelas. In 1994, Brazilian journalist Zuenir Ventura wrote the book Cidade Partida,

(The Divided City), in a sharp portrait of the situation in Rio de Janeiro: the enormous

social  gap between what Ventura described as the “paved zones” of the city,  with

asphalted roads and spectacular bays, and the  morros  (hills),  where most of Rio’s

favelas  are  located.  These  critical  differences  have  to  do  with  access  to  basic

municipal  and  infrastructures  services,  security  issues,  public  health,  employment

opportunities and perception that affect those living in favelas6.

As Brazil’s civil society expanded, growing attention and research for the favela both

from academics and politicians led to NGOs increasingly entering these communities,

setting up programs and doing their own research,  adding to the growing body of

literature and knowledge, as well as changing the perception of what a favela might

mean.  In  2007,  President  Lula announced  the Programa  de  Aceleração  do

5 United Nations Human Settlements Programme eds. (UN-HABITAT, 2003), accessed July 28, 2013,
www.unhabitat.org/pmss/getElectronicVersion.asp?nr=1124&alt=1

6 Ventura, Zuenir. 1994. Cidade Partida. Rio de Janeiro: Companhia das Letras.



Crescimento (Program for Acceleration  and Growth),  a  four-year investment  plan,

which includes the promotion of urban development for the favelas. There have been

public policies from local governments specially directed at the favelas. In Rio de

Janeiro,  programs such as  the  Favela-Bairro7 and  Rio Cidade8 have  attempted  to

mitigate  the problem of poverty and weak development within the favelas.  People

living outside make these programmes coming up with solutions of what they think

might  be  the  problems  to  solve. The problem with  these  programmes  is  that  the

community does not make them and show little will to participate on it. On another

hand,  sometimes,  the  problems  identified  are  not  exactly  the  same  as  the  real

problems or the primary problems of the community as observed on the section of

“lessons” of The World Bank Group’s study of Favela-Bairro9. 

The word on the streets and the national and international media are not helping to

change  the  dogmas  and  prejudices  commonly  held  about  the  favela.  The  basic

assumption remains unchanged: the favela is a space constructed by and to the urban

poor, where drug dealing and crime grow. Forming an illegal city within the legal and

normalised city,  favelados10 (people living in the favelas) create  a territory with a

clearly marked identity. In this space, which is discarded by the public authorities, a

parallel economy develops, with its own laws and rules. In this sense, the favela is the

emblem of social segregation. 

7 According to the Secretaria Municipal de Habitação (Municipal Secretary for Habitation), to integrate
the favela in the city is the main goal of the Programme Favela-Bairro, initiated by Prefeitura do Rio
(Rio de Janeiro Municipality). Co-ordinated by the Municipal Secretary for Habitation and financed by
the Banco Interamericano de Desenvolvimento (Bank Inter-American  of Development  – BID),  the
programme  implements  the  urban  infrastructure,  services,  public  equipment  and  social  politics  in
communities.  “Favela  Bairro,”  Municipal  Secretary  for  Habitation,  accessed  August  19,
2013, http://www0.rio.rj.gov.br/habitacao/favela_bairro.htm

8 “Rio Cidade Project was part of an urban intervention established in Rio, between 1995 and 2000,
following the 90s urban investments, with strong influence from the politics applied at American and
European cities, like Barcelona. “Rio Cidade” was part of one of the projects included in Rio de Janeiro
´s City Strategy, under the subtitle “the urbanism is back to the city”. This plan was worked out on
Cesar Maia´s council administration (1993-1996) and it was concluded in September, 1995.” Márcio
Piñon de Oliveira,  “Projeto Rio Cidade:  intervenção urbanística,  planejamento urbano e restrição à
cidadania  na  cidade  do Rio de  Janeiro,” X Coloquio Internacional  de Geocrítica (2008):  accessed
August 28, 2012, http://www.ub.edu/geocrit/-xcol/338.htm
9 “The training for employment segment of the plan didn’t  find much success.  It  seems that  what
residents really needed before job training was literacy training.” “Favela-Bairro Project Brazil,” The
World  Bank  Group,  accessed  July  19,  2008,  accessed  August  28,  2012,
http://web.mit.edu/urbanupgrading/upgrading/case-examples/ce-BL-fav.html 
10 Favelados is the term for the people who live in  favelas. However, it is commonly applied in a
pejorative way to poor people in general, in the Brazilian context.

http://web.mit.edu/urbanupgrading/upgrading/case-examples/ce-BL-fav.html
http://www.ub.edu/geocrit/-xcol/338.htm


In order to truly change this  perception of what a favela  might  mean, a first  step

would be, probably, to refer to its true-form. It is true that there is crime and drugs in

favelas, but it is also true, and rejected from media and common knowledge, that the

definitions that represent the essence of the cultural references of a favela are straight

organized  solidary  communities,  where  conscientious  people  have  spent  decades

empowering with barely a government service.

The people living in favelas, maybe due to the lack of resources, possess a “do-it-

yourself”  spirit  and  a  “build-your-own”  mentality.  These  were  the  founding

characteristics  of  Project  Morrinho,  a  project  which  aim  for  change  is  based  in

changing the dogmatic perception of the favelas.  Nelcirlan Souza de Oliveira, a 14-

year-old boy who had recently moved to Rio de Janeiro, created Project Morrinho in

1997.

An analysis of the community of Pereirão, Favela Pereira da Silva

Favela Pereira da Silva, formerly known as Pereirão, is located in the neighbourhood

of  Laranjeiras  in  Rio  de  Janeiro,  where  the  official  residence  (the  Palace  of

Laranjeiras) of the State Governor is located. 

The favela grew from a portion of a street named Pereira da Silva, which gave the

name to the favela. There, it is possible to find the remains of what once was a farm

from the 19th Century. This shows the first occupation of the place that became Favela

Pereira da Silva. 

In 1945, the population of Favela Pereira da Silva consisted of four families. In 2012,

the population is up to 2 000 inhabitants in more than 400 houses, spread in 50 000

square meters. The area is very precipitous and is growing rapidly into the forest. 

Until  the early 1990s, problems as the power of drug dealers over population and

degradation of the natural environment, lead to various community-initiated actions as

Project Morrinho (initiated in 1997) and  Mutirão pela Paz (initiated in 1998). The



favela suffered radical transformations thanks to the efforts of the community and the

collaboration of public power and institutions as Viva Rio11.

Until 2003 there was a regular police post at the entrance and at the top of the favela

with around twenty officers always present. Currently, only one police post remains at

the top of the hill, but life in the favela has still remained calm. There is also a BOPE

(a special forces police post) in walking distance of the favela.

The change, through these projects and programmes, in the reality of Favela Pereira

da Silva does not show only in the self-esteem of the inhabitants of the community.

The neighbourhood of Laranjeiras itself, where the favela is located, has shown its

interest  in  keeping  the  favela  as  a  neighbour.  This  is  visible  through  the  small

companies  settling  by  the  favela:  the  school  of  samba  Canários  de  Laranjeiras

opened,  together  with  the  Association  of  inhabitants  of  Pereira  da  Silva in  the

entrance of the favela. In 2005, a Brazilian woman and her German husband opened a

hostel in the favela. Named  Pousada Favelinha, the hostel has hosted people from

Europe,  America,  and  Asia.  Many tourists  visiting  Project  Morrinho stay  in  this

hostel, which is within a walking distance.

Pereira da Silva is very small (2 000 inhabitants), as compared to up to 120 000 in

Rocinha,  the biggest in Rio de Janeiro and one of Latin America’s largest favela.

There are only two entrances to the favela, one at the bottom and one at the top, which

can be easily controlled. The project of Delegacias Legais (Legal Delegations) is part

of  these  policies.  The  Legal  Delegations  are  interconnected  virtually,  through  an

intranet where they can exchange information. These Delegations do not have prison

cells  and  all  staff  members  are  university  graduates,  which  is  not  common  in

traditional Brazilian Delegations. Ironically, the Legal Delegations are named, by the

Traditional ones which still have many doubts about the new ones, McDonalds. Even

though the public safety of Rio de Janeiro is far from ideal, the community initiated

projects as Project Morrinho show the power of change a small community can have

11 Viva  Rio is  an  NGO  founded in  1993 from a  campaign  for  peace.  It  promotes  movements  of
individuals, associations and enterprises in projects for the needs of more than 400 communities in Rio
de Janeiro. Their work is spread in various fields as law, campaigns anti guns, education, and housing.



and the effects it has in a larger scale and it is part of the policies of safety defended

since 1997 by the Rio de Janeiro’s government. 

From play to art

As a 14-year old boy, Nelcirlan Souza de Oliveira was impressed with the architecture

and style of life in the favela and he decided to playfully reproduce this reality in his

own backyard with bricks and paint leftover from his father’s construction work. This

diversion caught the attention of seven other local children, and what was once just a

game turned into their reality and routine. In a short time, a miniature favela of 350

square meters took shape. From time to time, police officers would destroy the model

as they thought it was built as a plan from drug dealers. Children always rebuilt it and

eventually, they believed it was a children’s play.

Within the miniature urban world of Morrinho, the children acted out a role-playing

game with the numerous Lego-block avatars that inhabit the model, recreating life in

this Rio’s favela, with samba performances and gangs co-habiting in the same place.

Image 1 – Project Morrinho, the model. Photograph and © Project Morrinho



Currently,  more than twenty teenagers  are  following the example  of the founding

members.

Interestingly, the project was never planned as a work of art but it was a very natural

step to change itself from play to art, as with its amazing aesthetics and the ingenuity

of  its  child  creators,  it  attracted  artists  and  filmmakers.  In  2001,  the  encounter

between filmmakers and producers Fábio Gavião and Marco Oliveira with the young

creators of the model was crucial for what is today  Project Morrinho. The idea of

Fábio Gavião and Marco Oliveira, when they climbed the hill of Pereira da Silva and

first saw Morrinho, which was then not more than a visually beautiful play made by a

lot of children, was to create a collaborative documentary with the young people from

the community. As a proof of trust, but also as a means of producing a documentary

as natural and collaborative as it could be, they left a digital camera and the group

began recording their plays. These recordings turned into short films and were used to

the documentary  Deus sabe de tudo mas não é (God knows everything but is not a

snitch),  which  began  in  2001  and  was  finished  seven  years  later,  in  2008.

Interestingly, by giving the cameras to the children, and trusting them, the filmmakers

contributed to the main aim of what became Project Morrinho: to change the negative

perception of what a favela might mean or be. 

By giving  the  cameras  to  the children,  the filmmakers  not  only put  the  focus  on

participation,  which was already present  from the very start  of  Project  Morrinho,

when it  was  not  more  than a  play,  but  also on empowerment  as  they  trusted the

cameras to the children and they had the power to make whatever they wanted to.

There is a growing literature concerning empowerment, participation and art projects,

particularly  in  Brazil,  where  Project  Morrinho takes  place,  and  some  practical

researches deal directly with arts projects as anti-poverty initiatives. Ides (2009) has

examined relationships of young people’s poverty and power, specifically exploring

arts as a point of activation for self-expression, agency, and activism12. This relates

both to the discipline of art and the discipline of cultural studies13 as it implies that

12 Matthew Allen Ides. “Cruising For Community: Youth Culture and Politics in Los Angeles, 1910-
1970”. (PhD diss., University of Michigan, 2009).
13 Cultural studies and critical theory combine and compare different disciplines as sociology, literary
theory, film/video studies, and cultural anthropology with studies as cultural phenomena in industrial
societies. Cultural studies researchers often focus on how a particular phenomenon’s relationship to
matters  of  ideology,  race,  social  class,  as  well  as  gender.  EServer,  accessed  August  23,  2013,
http://theory.eserver.org/dir/Cultural+Studies



when making an art project for social change14, there is a need to  consider existing

cultural, political and ethical considerations involved in helping relationships. 

Another turning point in  Project Morrinho, which happened after  the documentary

Deus sabe de tudo mas não é x9 (God knows everything but is not a snitch),  was

when Robert Storr got to know about it. Storr learned about  Morrinho through the

work  of  the  artist  and  photographer  Paula  Trope,  who  presented  a  photographic

exhibition in partnership with  Morrinho artists  at  the São Paulo Biennial in 2006.

Storr simply showed up in the community and said he wanted the young creators to

reproduce a model of  Morrinho at the Venice Biennial. Robert Storr wrote a piece

about Morrinho, where he makes a parallel to the concept of social sculpture that was

advocated  by  the  conceptual  artist  and  social  activist  Joseph Beuys.  It  is  a  very

interesting parallel, as the community as a whole can be regarded as one great work of

art to which each young creator contributes creatively.

Social sculpture is a term coined by the German artist Joseph Beuys (1921 – 1986)

through a series of public lectures in the early 1970s in America, which he named

“Energy Plan for the Western Man”. The term social sculpture was directed at a kind

of artwork that would take place in the social realm, and, in order to be complete,

would need social engagement and the participation of an audience (Kuoni 1990)15.

Joseph Beuys’s idea of social sculpture and the  overwhelming amount of dialogical

and  relational  art  being  made  today  is  part  of  a  now  long  tradition  of  viewer

participation and activated spectatorship in works of art across many media (Bishop

2006,  78)16.  A  close  consideration  of  the  concept  of  relational  art  and  aesthetics

(Bourriaud 1998)17 is intricate with Beuys’s social sculpture as both a program for art

and a historically motivated vision for society. What happens in Project Morrinho is

comparable to the concept of social sculpture in terms of empowerment and social

change but also goes beyond its idea of participation on a project initiated by an artist.

14 Social change, in Sociology, is any alteration in the cultural, structural, population, or ecological
characteristics of a social system.

15  Kuoni, Carin. 1990 [paperback 1993]. Energy Plan for the Western Man: Joseph Beuys in America.
New York: Four Walls Eight Windows. 

16 Bishop, Claire. 2006. Participation. London: Whitechapel and MIT Press, 78.

17 Bourriaud, Nicolas. 1998. Relational Aesthetics. Dijon: Les presses du reel.



Beuys believed that as spectators became participants, the catalysis of social sculpture

would lead to a transformation of society through the release of popular creativity.

Although,  in  Project  Morrinho,  there  is  not  a  shift:  spectators  do  not  become

participants, they are participants from the very beginning and this is probably what

makes this project so unique. 

Part of the success of Project Morrinho is then, probably, due to the embedding and

integration  of  the  existent  cultural  references,  which  was  here  obvious  and  easy

because it was initiated from and for the community in a natural participatory attitude.

According  to  Chico  Serra,  Project  Morrinho’s filmmaker  and  a  member  of  the

managing NGO, there were some attempts  to reproduce the same project  in other

Brazilian favelas but it failed as the cultural context varies even if it is also a favela

and, at first sight, it might seem the cultural references are similar:

Morrinho has  a  very  peculiar  story  that  only  the  social  and  historical  conditions  of  that

community, in that  moment,  could create.  These conditions are difficult  to recreate in other

communities. Each community and favela in Rio de Janeiro has its own peculiarities and its own

problems. We have tried various times to make replicas of Morrinho in other favelas and even

though we have a very good response from the inhabitants, it doesn’t go further18.

This implies that even when communities look, at first sight, similar, there are always

singularities when it comes to existing cultural references. Understanding, respecting

and integrating these existing cultural references might be crucial to the understanding

of what and how in fact needs to be changed and, consequently,  the success of a

project for social change.

From Art to NGO: multidisciplinary in Project Morrinho

The project has been able to use the attention it attracts to evolve, more than as a work

of art, into an organization with aspiration for social change.  With the exhibitions19

18 Chico Serra, e-mail message to author, March 15, 2012.

19 Between 2001 and 2005,  Morrinho had realized a few exhibitions in Rio de Janeiro as well as in
Europe: Barcelona and Paris; after the participation in the Venice Biennial in 2007, more invitations
came from Vienna,  Berlin,  London,  Oslo, Wisconsin,  New York,  Washington,  and  Miami  among
others.

(Project starts as a)
Play NGOArt

Documentary  Venice 
Biennial

2008

1997 20072001 …

Image 2 – Evolution of Project Morrinho from Play to NGO



there was a need to institutionalize the project that would be administrated by the

young creators, with the help of technicians and producers. The creation of an NGO,

in 2007, assured the authorial rights of the work and helped in communicating the

project to get more resources for further development. 

It is not that Project Morrinho presents itself as multidisciplinary20 art based project.

It is the choice of this paper to describe it as such, showing its success through the

combination of disciplines, all with the same level of importance for the project, and

collaborative practice. The multidisciplinary vision demands communication between

different disciplines as exact sciences such as Project Management, Humanities and

the Cultural Studies, as well as with Art, Literature, and Poetry.

The recognition of the existence of different levels of reality governed by different

types of logic is inherent in the multidisciplinary attitude. Multidisciplinary uses the

knowledge/understanding of  more  than one discipline,  with the possibility  of  new

perspectives and change. 

Today,  Morrinho is  formed  by  four  initiatives  encompassing  various  disciplines,

interests, and knowledge:  TV Morrinho,  Tourism at Morrinho,  Expo Morrinho and

Morrinho Social.  Each initiative plays an important  role  in  showing the vision of

Project Morrinho and help directly, contributing to the social, cultural and economic

development  of  the  surrounding  areas.  In  these  four  initiatives,  it  is  possible  to

identify various disciplines in different stages of the project, as art, cultural studies

and project management even though, besides art, the disciplines are not assumed in

the project as such and are applied in informal and intuitive levels.

TV Morrinho works  as  a  film producing company managed by  Morrinho’s  team.

They produce independent and commercial films and everything is produced in the

community.  Created  in  2001,  when  Fábio  Gavião  and  Markão  Oliveira  began

shooting  the documentary  about  Morrinho (Deus sabe  tudo mas não é  x9 – God

knows everything but is not a snitch) and a group of young people from Morrinho

20 Overall, definitions of multidisciplinary in the arts are broad and inclusive, with an emphasis on the
presence of more than one discipline in an artistic process, product or event (Burgess and De Rosa
2009, 3).



showed interest in working with the cameras, the idea of an initiative that would give

training in filming was implemented. It was a short time after the producing of the

documentary that  TV Morrinho started producing independent films having as basis

the aesthetics of Project Morrinho, using it as a set. These first works were shown in

most of the exhibitions made by Morrinho.

Morrinho Social existence is based in volunteering, with classes of photography and

English as well as activities for children and young people from the community as

well as outside which opens the dialogue with other communities.  Morrinho Social

has set  the goal of offering courses in community leadership including notions of

citizenship, environmental issues and health. These notions fall in the cultures studies

domain as they imply an understanding of the culture of the community and how it

understands each notion. Despite this, there is not a clear distinction of disciplines and

their  importance  in  the  project.  Leadership-development  and  capacity-building

initiatives,  like the ones highlighted  by  Project  Morrinho,  are key to empowering

local communities so they can make the most of their assets and meet the challenges

that they face. Project Morrinho continually challenges its participants and organizers

to work hard at strengthening the ability of both individuals and community-based

initiatives to make a profound difference in their neighbourhood.

Morrinho Social has as main goal to offer a change to the community of Pereira da

Silva, being a source of communication of the positive side of the life in a favela as

well as opening up a place for cultural encounters in the community through activities

as  film  screenings,  talks  and  workshops.  The  courses  and  workshops  have  been

proved necessary and important as it helps in the perception of what a favela might be

by its inhabitants as well as the surrounding communities. In their statement, Project

Morrinho, presents itself as an option of dignity and civics.  

The third strand is Morrinho Tourism. Unlike the favela tours that parade tourists on

the back of trucks through the streets of Rocinha, which was mentioned before as the

largest  favela  in  Rio  de  Janeiro  and  Latin  America,  Morrinho guides  visitors  to

Pereira da Silva on foot to see first-hand their creation. The visits to the site is crucial

for a better understanding of what a favela might mean and to contribute for a true

perception of the artistic  creativity  coming out  of the communities.  A visit  to  the



model of Morrinho, in its 350 square meters, with its creators, and a guided tour to the

Favela contribute to an understanding of the creativity and reach of Project Morrinho.

The  model  has  been recreated  in  many countries,  which  is  very  important  to  the

international perception of Morrinho and its community as well as favelas in general.

Although, a visit to the site of the actual model is striking on how it translates the

reality  of  a  favela  with the stories it  embodies.  The tours to  the model  include a

narration  of  the  history  and  stories  of  the  project  by  one  of  its  members,  an

explanation of the different compositions of the model and the screening of some of

the videos produced by TV Morrinho. Project members have also produced a line of

merchandising comprising t-shirts, hats, photographs, postcards and DVDs. All funds

go to the social initiatives of Project Morrinho and the community. 

Expo Morrinho  is where the founders and the successive generations of youth take

Morrinho into the streets, internationally, to construct small versions of their hillside.

It can be described as a living exhibition with passing people watching in wonder

while a bank of sand and a pile of bricks is eventually grown into a small village.

When abroad, the Morrinho group sometimes invites other youth to join them in the

construction process, teaching others a valuable lesson in participatory arts practice as

well as changing the perspective on the traditional idea of a favela and its community.

Expo Morrinho consists of the construction of the model of 350 square meters of the

Favela Pereira da Silva and the screening of the videos produced by  TV Morrinho.

The  first  exhibition  was  made  for  MIRA  -  Mostra  Internacional  de  Arquitetura

(International Exhibition of Architecture), in Rio de Janeiro together with the works

of Oscar Niemeyer,  Lúcio Costa,  and Jean Nouvel.  Later,  Project  Morrinho built

models in Fórum Mundial das Culturas (Universal Forum for Cultures), in Barcelona

(2004), Point Ephémère, in Paris (2005), and, by invitation of Robert Storr, Morrinho

built  a  200 square  meters  model  representing  Brazil  in  the  52nd Venice Biennial

(2007), achieving the status of social and art work. 

In 2008, the team of Project Morrinho made an installation putting together, for the

first  time,  the language of  Morrinho with video and performance.  It  was the first

presentation  of  "TV Morrinho  ao  Vivo"  (TV Morrinho Live)  in  the  International



Festival of Wien’s Theatre. Making presentations also in Berlin and Wattens, Tirol

(Swarovski  Museum),  TV  Morrinho  Live,  represents  a  synthesis  of  all  cultural

manifestations  made  by  Project  Morrinho since  2001,  joining  the  techniques  of

audiovisual  work to the scenery of  Morrinho and presenting performances,  which

recreate  the  play  that  made  the  Project  possible.  The  scenery  is  constructed  in  a

structure facing a  screen of  4x3m, where the performance recorded by two video

cameras is shown, with a live edition. The performance tells parallel stories: the path

of two residents of a favela searching for a job and the backstage of a funk festival

about to happen in the community, with a show by MC Maiquinho. 

Multidisciplinary is very important in Project Morrinho, with its various initiatives, as

it makes part of the key for its success. Project Morrinho is a community-based work,

and  collaboration  is  one  of  the  keywords  in  the  community  as  well  as  in  the

volunteers: each individual shares a different knowledge in the different initiatives

(from TV production to exhibitions and guided tours to tourism). Multidisciplinary

contributes  to  a  better  involvement  of  the  community  making  the  project  more

appealing and sustainable, even if facing difficulties, because when one part of the

project does not work as it should, there is always another part of the project that

supports it.  This diversity of interests represents a moving away from the academia,

the introversion of modernism and the belief of “art for art’s sake”. It is remaking

networks and realigning narratives to make contact with the pulse of wider social,

disciplinary and cultural change and not simply formal innovation. 

The work at Project Morrinho has drawn its team into the areas of urban regeneration

and planning. At the moment, Project Morrinho has more in common with members

of tenants and action groups, radical planners and cultural geographers, than it does

with artists as it did in its early steps. Similarly, in comparable projects, artists dealing

with issues of gender or sexuality  may have links  with communities  dealing with

those issues. Likewise, certain black artists may have more interest in the issue of

racism and other matters  affecting them and their  communities directly,  than they

have in other discourses of other artists with different concerns. 

From Art to NGO: Project Management in Project Morrinho



The  transition  from  an  Artwork  to  an  NGO  required  an  institutional  and

organisational structure not present in the early stage. While in the beginning it was a

very spontaneous endeavour, this transformation led to a “small revolution” from the

inside  to  the  outside.  At  this  stage,  Project  Morrinho begins  to  follow  some

organisational,  bureaucratic  and institutional processes, which have to be managed

somehow. The authors of  Morrinho intuitively make use of some characteristics of

Project  Management  in  various  areas  within  their  four  initiatives  (TV Morrinho,

Tourism at Morrinho, Expo Morrinho and Morrinho Social), even though in informal

and non-professional ways. In a way, Project Morrinho offers an alternative narrative

to  the  grand-narrative  of  Project  Management.  In  Project  Management,  usually,  a

problem is  identified  and  then,  a  project  is  implemented.  In  the  case  of  Project

Morrinho, there was not an identification of a problem or a will to make a project

from the outside. The situation of the favelados in Pereirão created the need to make a

play to escape the reality. From that play, an art project was born and from it, there

was an evolution to an NGO. All happened in a very natural and spontaneous way and

there were never any agendas besides the will to improve the quality of life within the

community. In addition, as Morrinho involves only people raised in the community,

who share the same concerns and problems, the process was facilitated by itself as

people are focused on improving their families’ lives. 

Differently, on a traditional project, where the focus lies on the economic feasibility,

people involved often come from different social  and cultural  backgrounds, which

make it more challenging to coordinate and to ensure that every step of the project is

properly done. Also, the motivational aspect, which represents a very important part

of the Project Management success, is presented as harder hence there is the need to

keep the enthusiasm of the people involved and to please their different expectations. 

Project Morrinho is not, at first sight, compatible with Project Management tools like

Gantt Chart21, PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique)22 or CPM (Critical

21 Gantt Chart, in Project Management, is a scheduling tool, which makes it a low investment of time,
skill  and  cost.  The  PMI  Washington  DC,  accessed  August  21,  2013,
https://www.pmiwdc.org/article/gus-cicala/moving-gantt-chart-optimal-resource-management

22 PERT stands for Program Evaluation Review Technique, and a PERT chart is a project management
tool used to schedule, organize, and coordinate tasks within a project. 



Path  Method)23,  due  to  its  ingenuity,  their  lack  of  resources  and  its  unplanned

existence. The tasks are done according to the available resources and the priorities

defined by its members. This lack of planning, which can be easily justified by the

cultural  references  of the community,  the scarce resources and the deficient  cash-

flow,  restricts  not  only  the  development  of  the  project  but  also  its  sustainability.

Therefore, a better planning and organisation of the project and its tasks would be

highly  beneficial.   This  would  ensure  its  sustainability  and  make  possible  the

optimisation of the human resources, giving room to new ideas on how to financially

support the organisation and to keep developing it. A better management would also

help,  by  releasing  some  resources  (human,  financial  and  material),  in  a  better

communication of the message that there are many realities and stories in a  favela

other than the preconceived ideas that the media and people in general have about it.

One  interesting  point  here  is  that  Project  Morrinho,  under  the  eyes  of  Project

Management, cannot be called a project, as it does not predict an end. Nevertheless, in

the four initiatives of  Morrinho, it is possible to find a structure, despite being used

intuitively, that can be compared to the life-cycle of a project. In Expo Morrinho, as

well  as  in  TV Morrinho,  Tourism at  Morrinho  and  Morrinho  Social,  the  phases

Initiating,  Planning,  Executing,  Monitoring  and  Controlling,  and  Closing  can  be

identified. Before identifying these phases in Morrinho, it is important to look at their

meanings in Project Management24:

- Initiating is when the project begins. It involves documenting a business case (or a

non-profit case, if in the realm of Project Management for NGOs25), a study of the

23 CPM stands for  Critical Path Method and was developed for project management in the private
sector at about the same time as PERT.
24 “Project  Management  is  the application of  knowledge,  skills  and techniques to execute  projects
effectively and efficiently. It’s a strategic competency for organisations, enabling them to tie project
results to business goals — and thus, better compete in their markets. It has always been practiced
informally, but began to emerge as a distinct profession in the mid-20th century. PMI’s  A Guide to the
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) identifies its recurring elements: Project
management processes fall  into  five  groups:  Initiating;  Planning;  Executing;  Monitoring  and
Controlling; Closing. The PMI, accessed August 23, 2013,  http://www.pmi.org/About-Us/About-Us-
What-is-Project-Management.aspx
25 PM4NGOs is a non-profit organisation supported by APM Group in the UK. The organisation is
dedicated to advancement in the Project Management skills of individuals and organisations working in
the  development  sector  worldwide.  The  PM4NGOs,  accessed  August  19,  2013,
http://www.pm4ngos.org/



feasibility  of  the  project,  an  identification  of  terms  of  reference.  It  also  includes

appointing  the  team  and  respective  roles  and  the  creation  of  a  Project  Office.

- Planning is when the path of the project is set. This is made through planning in

various areas as  project plan, resource plan, financial plan, quality plan, acceptance

plan and communications plan.

-  Executing is  when  the  deliverables  and  controlling  of  the  project  are  built  and

implies putting the project in practice. 

-  Monitoring and Controlling includes controlling the project delivery, scope, costs,

quality, risks and issues.

- Closing is when the project slows down and involves an evaluation of the project

outcomes through handing over deliverables to the customer and completing a post

implementation review.

In  Morrinho’s  initiatives,  there  is  not  a  breakdown of  these  phases  but  they  are,

instead, taken out of necessity. In  Expo Morrinho, for example, for each exhibition

there is an identification of a place and its references, both cultural and practical (what

are the materials available in the area) and a team is allocated for travelling to the site

and assembling the work – this first phase could be identified as Initiating. After that

initial  phase,  Morrinho’s team, when setting an exhibition,  look into the available

funds and try to fundraise through the communication of the Project in the media (for

their first exhibition in Europe, they managed to participate in a Brazilian TV show

and get the financial support from actors, artists as well as general public and also

from the TV channel itself) – this second phase could be identified as Planning. When

the team gathers everything to make the exhibition happen, even if there are things

that cannot always be predicted (sometimes, the bricks for the exhibition are different

from the ones they have in Brazil  and this  leads to  a different  visual  look of the

exhibition,  for  example),  they  set  the  exhibition  in  a  third  phase  comparable  to

Executing.  The  final  step  in  Expo  Morrinho corresponds  to  disassembling  the

exhibition,  going  back  to  Rio  de  Janeiro  and  compiling  the  reviews  they  got  in

national  and  international  media  for  future  communication  as  well  as  in  their

website’s news section. Even though it is not a formal evaluation or review, this phase

seems fairly comparable to the phase of Closing. 



A

s

Kreiner (1992)

indicates, to accomplish a project in the future will provide a way for organisations to

release the creative forces within themselves rather than to plan, putting the focus on

participation26.  This  is  what  happens  in  Morrinho –  participation,  individual

narratives,  and  creativity  in  a  “do-it-yourself”  spirit,  substitute  rigorous  planning.

Nevertheless, it seems that creativity can lead to chaos and a lot of problems could be

avoided if there was a combination between creativity and planning.

TV Morrinho and the power of telling stories

When speaking about the shift of Project Morrinho from play to art and from art to an

NGO, it is important to bring into light the importance of filmmaking for the project.

In 2001, when Deus sabe de tudo mas não é x9 (God knows everything but is not a

snitch), the documentary about the unusual construction began shooting, the idea of

developing an initiative that would provide training in video emerged.  TV Morrinho

was created having its basis on training community youth in audio-visual production

26 Christensen,  S.  and  Kreiner,  K.  1991.  “Project  Management  in  Loosely  Coupled  Systems:
Leadership and Learning in an Imperfect World”. Copenhagen: Jurist- og Okonomforbundets Forlag.

Image 3 – Project Management Phases used intuitively in Project Morrinho
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and  the  visual  arts,  and  on  building  their  own  initiative,  through  continuous  re-

interpretation of reality, having video as a creative tool. 

TV Morrinho works  as  a  film producing company managed by  Morrinho’s  team.

They produce independent and commercial films and everything is produced in the

community.  Created  in  2001,  when  Fábio  Gavião  and  Markão  Oliveira  began

shooting  the documentary  about  Morrinho (Deus sabe  tudo mas não é  x9 – God

knows everything but is not a snitch) and a group of young people from Morrinho

showed interest in working with the cameras, the idea of an initiative that would give

training in filming was implemented. It was a short time after the producing of the

documentary that  TV Morrinho started producing independent films having as basis

the aesthetics of Project Morrinho, using it as a set. These first works were shown in

most of the exhibitions made by Morrinho.

The short films produced by  TV Morrinho have been exhibited in film festivals as

Latin America Film Festival (LAIFF), in Utrecht, The Netherlands (2009), Festival do

Rio,  Rio  de  Janeiro,  Brazil  (2008),  Festival  Audiovisual  Visões  Periféricas,  São

Paulo, Brazil (2007), Festival Internacional de Curtas de São Paulo (2007), São Paulo,

Brazil, entre outros. The documentary "Deus Sabe Tudo Mas Não é X9" (God knows

everything but it’s not a snitch) was sold to TV Brasil and broadcasted nationally in

2011.  The  directors  are  negotiating  the  broadcast  in  cinemas.  Commercially,  TV

Morrinho has been hired by companies as BHP Billiton Metais, BG Group (British

Gas  Brasil),  Nickelodeon  Brasil,  Coca  Cola  Company,  SESC-TV,  Casa  França-

Brasil, Ministry of Tourism, Ministry of Health, Vídeo nas Aldeias, Abbas Filmes,

Jurubeba Productions, Conspiração Films, V Films & Communication,  French and

Brazilian Society for the Education, Curta o Curta Distribuidora, among others.

TV Morrinho’s few minutes videos, performed within the miniature city (Saci at the

Morrinho, Perri’s pool, Morrinho Samba School I and II; Uprising of the toys. The

end of the world at Morrinho, Adventures in Amsterdam, among others) dissolve the

boundary  between  documentary  /  fiction,  functioning  as  auto-ethnography,

confabulation  everyday,  fictionalization  of  the  real,  game  /  existence  and  grand



narrative / multiple small stories (David Boje 2001)27. It is no accident that the interest

in the project is always renewed, which is shown in the documentary feature film

“God knows everything but is not a snitch” that introduces  Morrinho, tells its story,

the impact  and fascination  wherever  it  goes and how a child's  play turned into a

creative process.

In Saci at the Morrinho, 2007 (made for Nickelodeon), Master Renato’s LEGO tells

the story of a baffling Saci Pererê that moved to Morrinho’s Favela. A sinister Saci,

with cavernous voice and full of slangs, able to scare and beat up a Morrinho resident

for stealing candy from children. The childhood and childishness of tales and stories

are being glued, fused with everyday characters of the Morrinho.

The video begins with a child humming at the favela when approached by an older

boy, "Hey, small one, give me your sweet, lost it! Give me your sweet or I’ll will beat

you" that ends with the Saci justice maker – one leg, pipe smoker, black boy character

from the Brazilian folklore beating the older boy adjusting the behaviour. Brazilian

folklore and urban folklore are contaminated, merged, in amoral fables and stories

permeated by images of the world, the cinema and media, such as the story of the

invasion of the Morrinho by dinosaurs, with the sound of shrill voices, howls, screams

and confusion. This mix of childish games and "naive" pranks crossed with cruelty

and violence, gestures, voices that animate scenes, objects, characters, these videos

raises a life that overflows the "state of life", the clichés about the slums, violence,

drug dealing.

In The Revolution of the Toys, 2008, by TV Morrinho and the NGO Morrinho, these

tensions  between  real  and fiction  reached  a  sophisticated  level  of  meta-language,

when the toys-Lego discover that the boys who give voice to them will travel to the

Venice  Biennale  without  taking  them.  They  begin  an  uprising  at  the  Morrinho /

miniature city in an attempt to travel to Italy following its creators.

The set design and the scenery in TV Morrinho of the world of Morrinho are crucial

27
 Boje, David. 2002. Narrative Methods for Organizational & Communication Research. New York:

Sage Publications.



in telling its stories. Houses and signs have been painted to resemble streets and the

figures have been altered to portray all the real characters that interact in this favela.

Even though  they represent  this  specific  favela  and each  one  has  its  own social,

cultural  and  economic  characteristics,  when  released  internationally,  they  become

representative of the idea of a Brazilian favela in general which is crucial in producing

an effective change in general perception. 

The filming in  TV Morrinho is usually tight, so as not to give away more than the

hand reaching into this world, affecting things around. The character voiceovers are

either recorded on location or redubbed later in  Morrinho’s improvised, in a do-it-

yourself style, studio. In this sense,  Morrinho is Elizabethan, similar to the London

Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre where a small company has to perform all of the roles

in  their  plays.  The  disguise  the  young  men  do  of  their  voices  taking  on  female

characters,  adds an additional  theatrical  dimension that  is part  of the presentation.

Several  of  the  films  also  display  a  level  of  reflexivity  that  is  refreshing  for

participatory media. 

In the middle of a shooting scene at the miniature city, with Caveirão, Bope – police’s

tank like car - shootings, confusion, threats, the toys stop the scene when they find out

that the boys will travel abroad without them. They stop the scene to question the

status of their "toys/ workers" versus the world of artists/ creators, live work of the

authors of the stories and the dead work of the toys that "stay eating flour here" while

the boys travel. The toys are threatening to protest and strike, emptying the scene,

creating a void of life, desertion and exodus (evade, bio-political strategy to empty

power chairs): "If I'm not going to Venice, we’ll stop, Morrinho will go bankrupt, it’ll

be a mess, we’ll put it on the Internet and You Tube, there will be fight if we don’t

go."  The boys  appear  in  the  scene,  enter  the  story  of  the  LEGOS and decide  to

reconsider.  The toys  original  LEGOS go to  Venice  and not  just  their  brand new

replicas, with no "story". The final scene: the toys are happy with their suitcases in

hands and on their backs, crossing an alley at the miniature city. Between all the tricks

and jokes, they cross the path of real ants, ants and LEGOS intersect, lives out- side of

these  signs  /  remote  from  the  lives  of  the  objects,  life  images,  which  become

pulsating, true documentaries of another category, just when crossed by fiction.



This relationship between fiction and documentary,  working with cliché images of

mass culture,  action movies,  novels, television journalism,  film and imaginary toy

industry (End of the World at the Morrinho), combining the aesthetics and values that

come from the suburbs, make the production of  TV Morrinho a singular one. The

ability to interact with other universes also draws attention, always incorporating the

elements of other cities, cultures, worldviews, as we see in the interaction between the

boys  and  the  Morrinho indigenous  filmmakers  Video  in  the  Villages  Project  -

Exchanging Glances  or  video Adventures  in  Amsterdam where drugs  appear  in  a

totally different context of the reality of Brazilian favelas (drug dealing, violence and

death)  and are shown as a safe and pleasurable  experience  offered in  Amsterdam

Coffee Shops, which surprises the boys.

The TV Morrinho videos are part of the cultural production that comes from the slums

and peripheries (music, theatre, dance, literature, film), emerges as a political speech

"out of place" (not from the university, not from the State, doesn’t come from the

media, not from a political party) and puts into play new mediators and producers of

culture:  rappers,  funk  singers,  b-boys,  young  actors,  performers,  residents  of  the

slums, unemployed, under- employed, producers from the called informal economy,

groups and discourses that are revitalizing the poverty areas and reconfiguring the

urban Brazilian cultural scene.

The question that triggers us is what makes the story of Morrinho so powerful? Why

is this seemingly simple method, used in TV Morrinho, so successful? What makes it

work? One answer might be that the problem of drug dealing was transformed into

another problem, that of creating something members owned (in some cases the result

could be called art – the model of Morrinho). The boys and girls were not interested

in changing the preconceived ideas of the life in a favela, but in telling stories, some

of which required cooperation from the community and were than screened both in

the community and nationally (and later, internationally). The films and their making

were about things in and outside daily life – thus giving it an extra dimension, again

without (external) ulterior motive.

Analysing the stories of Project Morrinho it would seem to consist of some important

ingredients.  The art intervention created changed existing patterns of behaviour so



boys and girls could work together. It brought new opportunities, and new options

through the making of the films the teenagers started talking about their dreams for

the future. The process of cooperation and getting feedback from the progress in their

films created awareness about its quality and how that might continue to improve,

making the cooperation sustainable.

Morrinho, initiating a small revolution

The main difference between Project Morrinho and other projects by NGOs and alike

in favelas is that Morrinho is made by and for the community who live there. A lot of

existing  projects  for  social  change  create  temporary  spaces  for  talks  and creating

discourses but not necessarily to focus in real problems of local communities.

Beyond teaching local youth the craft of constructing the model of Morrinho and how

to use the space for various forms of play,  Morrinho Social also attends to various

kinds  of  popular  education  that  NGOs offer  in  the  communities.  These  programs

include classes in citizenship education, youth leadership, and media arts education.

Under  the motto  “Initiating  a  small  revolution”,  Morrinho Social sets  its  goals in

offering an educational component, which complements the values of Morrinho: art-

education, social conscience, and economic development. In both formal and informal

level, these values make use of disciplines as art, education, sociology, psychology,

and economy. 

Social problems exemplify complexity. They comprise several sub-problems that fall

into  the  domains  of  different  disciplines  and  sectors.  Moreover,  there  are  wide

variations  in  the  preferences  and  values  of  decision-makers  and  stakeholders

(Sheringer, Jaeger, and Esfeld 2000, 36). Project Morrinho’s process and history are

both horizontal and vertical.  It is horizontal in the cooperation of disciplines at the

same level  during its  development,  the involvement  of different  stakeholders  in  a

local  planning  process,  and  the  cooperation  of  administrative  bodies  (Rhoen  and

Whitelaw 2000, 426)28 as Favelinha (the hostel situated in Favela Pereira da Silva)

28 Rhön, D. P. and Whitelaw, G. 2000. “Sustainability through transdisciplinarity?” in R. Häberli, R.
W. Scholz,  A.  Bill  and M. Welti  (eds.),  Transdisciplinarity:  Joint  problemsolving among science,
technology and society.  Workbook I: Dialogue Sessions and Idea Market. (Vol. 1), Zürich: Haffmans
Sachbuch Verlag, 425-30.



and Associação dos  Moradores  (Association  of  the  residents  of  Favela  Pereira  da

Silva).  It  is  vertical  in  the  cooperation  of  disciplines  at  different  levels  when

development is combined with best practices in a region. Project Morrinho as a NGO

and other associations cooperate, and local communities interact. 

Under  the  motto  “initiating  a  small  revolution”,  Morrinho has  created  a

multidisciplinary  space  for  the  community  and  relates  to  it  with  a  very  specific

condition: to offer social change to the community of Pereira da Silva, trying to be a

communication source of the positive side of the life in the favelas, as well as a space

for  encounters  in  social  and  cultural  terms  by  promoting  activities  such  as  film

screenings and debates local and internationally. 

The focus of the project is clearly local but it has potential to act globally. It might be

a small change if we think about the scale of prejudice on favela’s representations. By

creating jobs to the local community in TV production, tourism (as guided tours to the

Morrinho model),  and  exhibition’s  production  national  and  internationally,  the

inhabitants of this favela present themselves as creative, hard working and trustable

people. This project empowers the people as it frees them away from the connotation

of favelados 2.  

It’s a small revolution, if a revolution can ever be small. Project Morrinho started as a

children’s play, it became an art work which made it jump to a NGO and, today, it

gives jobs to more than twenty young people living in the community of Pereira da

Silva,  in  Rio  de  Janeiro.  It  cannot  be  compared  to  a  small  enterprise  despite  the

numbers. It is much more than giving jobs, it is about showing a different meaning of

favela. With hard work, they managed to reproduce the model in Brazil,  USA and

Europe.  Wherever  it  goes,  it  makes  people  wonder  about  the  hidden  stories  of  a

favela, which are much more than the preconceived ideas we all are used to. 
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